
Dear students: 
 
I am really sorry for being absent.  I was informed later that you were waiting for me.  I 
had an emergency and informed the office the day before.  Problem was that it was too 
early on Friday for the office staff to inform you.   
 
I am placing some “outline” notes below for you to study and master as best you can this 
week.  There will be a professor taking my place this week.  You will also find that there 
is an extensive e homework due Monday next week (instead of Friday this week).  Please 
do it.  I tried to keep it shorter.  I would have wanted to give you more. 
 
Hope to see you this coming Monday. 
 
-Dr. Santillan. 
 
 
Projected Topics for lecture.  We finish chapter 3 and also try to cover most of chapter 4. 
 
Monday:  
*naming the alkanes and describing its properties (boiling point),  
*ionic compounds: writing and naming ionic compounds (encourage to remember the 
polyatomic ions in table 3.7).   
*general properties: how to go from chemical formula to physical and properties of 
molec and ionic compounds. 
* review:Calculations involving moles/molar mass/formula unit/ %composition/ 
empirical chemical equation (the meanings of the last 2 items; not yet the calculations) 
 
Wed :  

• review %composition conversion to empirical chem equation and then to 
molecular chemical equation for molecular compounds.   

• Do sections 4.1 – 4.4:  chem equations, patterns of chemical reactions, balancing 
equations,  

• Stoichiometry: conversions involving  
• Inform them of delay in the midterm until Friday. Next week.  Guidelines to be 

posted in the website for chem 101.  EHW will be due Monday instead of Friday 
for this week only. (warn them that it is long and tedious but necessary)) 

 
Fri:  Catch up with material not fully covered. 
*Limiting reactants, % yield,   
*section 4.7 calculations involving %composition to empirical equation and vice versa.  
*Review and practice on calculations. 
 
Keep up the studying… 


